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Abstract
We outline an approach to query optimization in which a description logic (DL) reasoner serves a crucial strategic role, and present an example application of our approach in fine grained information integration. In particular, the approach demonstrates how the internal structure of an unfolded B-tree can be captured as a terminology, and how an access plan that navigates this internal structure can be found with the aid of a DL reasoner.

1 Introduction
An embedded control program (ECP) is a new application area for database technology [14]. An ECP that is a legacy system presents an additional challenge. In particular, the ECP will already have code (sometimes a great deal of code) that specifies the internal encoding for a database of control data. To enable high-level access to this data using SQL-like languages, it becomes necessary to optimize queries over conceptual views. A query optimizer must therefore be capable of fine grained information integration: that is, it must be possible to supply descriptions of the internal encoding of control data as part of the input to the optimizer.

We have developed a novel resource bounded query optimizer in which integrity constraints that abstract the internal encoding of control data are used to extend the search space of possible query plans for a given source query [14]. This paper links the optimizer with a powerful DL reasoner that enables complex query rewrites. In particular, we show how the data structures that constitute an internal control data encoding can be captured by a terminology in \(\text{DLFD}E\), a refinement of an earlier DL dialect called CFD [10]. We then show how this optimizer uses a DL reasoner for \(\text{DLFD}E\) to help find access plans that navigate the data structures for queries over conceptual views. The process relies on dynamic construction of descriptions that characterize properties of subqueries generated during query optimization. A complicating factor, due to the nature of the application itself, is the presumption of a bag semantics for an underlying query algebra.

An unfolded B-tree data structure will be used as a running example. A schema for the B-tree is given in Figure 1; squares and circles represent primitive classes in this schema, while unlabeled wide arcs denote sub-classing and labeled narrow arcs denote attributes. The \(\text{Pi}\) classes on the right correspond to data pages of the B-tree at level \(i\), while the \(\text{Ej}\) classes in the middle correspond to employee records within
the data pages. Classes E\textsubscript{j}P denote all employee records in a data page at level \( i \) for \( i \geq j \). The records are presumed to have a \textit{name} field. A conceptual view of the data is represented by the EMP and STR classes. Also illustrated is a primitive concept on the left that abstracts a sample query over EMP and STR.

Squares have the added significance of denoting low-level indexes for which dotted outgoing arcs represent search parameters. For example, since no parameters for the root page P0 are required, a global variable provides access to P0; and because of their respective parameters \( a_0 \) and \( p \), access to employee record addresses in E0 and the level one pages P1 can be obtained by scanning an array within P0.

Based on a terminological abstraction \( \mathcal{T} \) of the B-tree that is expressed in terms of \( \mathcal{DLFDE} \), we show how our optimizer uses a DL reasoner to translate a request for all distinct employee names,

\[
\text{select distinct } e.\text{name} \text{ as } n \text{ from EMP as } e,
\]

to the following equivalent formulation:

\[
\text{select } n \\
\text{from (from P0 as } v_0 \text{, (}} \\
\text{(select } e, v_0 \text{ from E0 as } e, e.a_0 = v_0) \text{ union all}} \\
\text{(select } e, v_0 \text{ from P1 as } v_1, v_1.p = v_0) , (} \\
\text{(select } e, v_1 \text{ from E1 as } e, e.a_1 = v_1) \text{ union all}} \\
\text{(select } e, v_1 \text{ from P2 as } v_2, v_2.p = v_1, \text{ from E2 as } e, e.a_2 = v_2))))),
\]

\[
\text{ } n = e.\text{name} \text{.}
\]

To interpret the latter as an access plan, the subexpressions enclosed in all but the last box should be understood as index scans (note that some of the indices are sup-
plied with parameters), and the last box as an assignment. The union all, select, and remaining from operations should be understood as concatenations, as duplicate-preserving projections, and as binary nested loop joins, respectively. With these assumptions, the second formulation obtains all employee names by performing a pre-order traversal of the index pages that comprise the B-tree.

Part of what is needed for this to work is an ability to include certain kinds of equational constraints in a terminology. For example, there is a crucial logical relationship between employee records not occurring in the root page, E1P, and the data pages on the first level of the B-tree, P1. This dependency can be captured by asserting that the a0 value of each employee record in class E1P is equal to its a1,p value, i.e., by adding the inclusion dependency E1P ⊑ (a0 = a1,p) to $T$. Thus, another of our contributions is to incorporate an equational concept constructor in $\text{DLFDE}$ in a way that retains decidability of the logical implication problem for $\text{DLFDE}$, and that remains sufficiently expressive for fine grained data descriptions such as our unfolded B-tree case.

1.1 Related Work

A good survey of how DL reasoning can be useful in information systems, circa 1995, can be found in [1]. Of particular relevance to our own work is the use of DLs as a lingua franca for various database schema languages [2, 8], and then as a means for information integration [4, 6, 7]. Recently, there has been some work on using DLs to reason about set query containment [3, 9] and about bag query equivalence [10] in the presence of database schema expressed in terms of DLs. Much of this more recent work also depends on an ability to express functional constraints [5, 11].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A DL dialect called $\text{DLFDE}$ and a query language called $\text{QC}$ is first introduced in Section 2. Section 3 then defines a number of bidirectional rules for rewriting queries. Our focus is on rules that involve reasoning with $\text{DLFDE}$ terminologies that in turn abstract database schema and the structural properties of the queries themselves. Section 3 also outlines a general approach to query optimization based on these rules, and efficient ways to integrate reasoning in $\text{DLFDE}$ with query rewriting. Section 4 gives a brief summary and outline of further extensions of the approach.

2 Definitions

We begin with a description (or feature) logic that allows the use of a concept constructor for equational constraints in possibly cyclic terminologies. This is only permitted in a way that ensures decidability for the associated implication problem. The new DL generalizes an earlier version first defined in [10]. To the best of our knowledge, this earlier version was the first to allow both functional and equational concept constructors to be used in terminologies.

**Definition 1 (Syntax and Semantics of $\text{DLFDE}$)**

Let $F$ be a set of attribute names. A path expression is defined by the grammar $\text{“Pf := \overrightarrow{f^i^j}.Pf \text{ Id}”}$ for $f^i^j \in F$. Also, the right and left superscripts of consecutive attributes must match in every well formed path description.
Let $C^i$ for $i \in N$ be primitive concept description(s). We define derived concept descriptions by the grammar in Figure 2.

An inclusion dependency is an expression of the form $D^i \subseteq E^i$. The semantics of expressions is defined with respect to a many-sorted structure $(\Delta^i, \mathcal{T})$, where $\Delta^i$ are disjoint domains of “objects” and $(\cdot)^\mathcal{T}$ an interpretation function that fixes the interpretations of primitive concepts $C^i$ to be subsets of $\Delta^i$ and primitive attributes $f_i^j$ to be total functions $(f_i^j)^\mathcal{T} : \Delta^i \rightarrow \Delta^j$. The interpretation is extended to path expressions, $(Id)^\mathcal{T} = \lambda x x$, $(f_i^j, Pf)^\mathcal{T} = (Pf)^\mathcal{T} \circ (f_i^j)^\mathcal{T}$ and derived concept descriptions $D^i$ and $E^i$ as defined in Figure 2.

An interpretation satisfies an inclusion dependency $D^i \subseteq E^i$ if $(D^i)^\mathcal{T} \subseteq (E^i)^\mathcal{T}$.

A terminology $\mathcal{T}$ consists of a finite set of inclusion dependencies, and is stratified if:

1. For each description $\forall f_i^j.D$, we have $i \leq j$;
2. For each description $D\{ Pf_1, \ldots, Pf_k \} \rightarrow Pf$, each Pf$_i$ consists only of primitive attributes $f_i^j$ for which $i = j$; and
3. For each description $(Pf_1 = Pf_2)$, each Pf$_j$ consists only of primitive attributes $f_i^j$ for which $i \leq j$ and has at least one primitive attribute for which $i < j$.

The logical implication problem asks if $\mathcal{T} \models D^i \subseteq E^i$ holds; that is, if all interpretations that satisfy all constraints in $\mathcal{T}$ also satisfy $(D^i)^\mathcal{T} \subseteq (E^i)^\mathcal{T}$ (the posed question). Herein, we simplify the notation for path expressions by omitting the superscripts for descriptions and primitive attributes whenever clear from the context, and allow a syntactic composition Pf$_1$, Pf$_2$ of path expressions that stands for their concatenation. The following theorem is an extension of an earlier result [13].

**Proposition 2** Let $\mathcal{T}$ be a stratified $\mathcal{DLFD}$ terminology. Then the $\mathcal{DLFD}$ implication problem $\mathcal{T} \models D^i \subseteq E^i$ is decidable and complete for $\text{DEXPTIME}$.

Relaxing the restrictions on terminologies leads to undecidable implication problems. In particular, an absence of either condition (1) or (3) will allow equations of the form $(f_1, f_2 = f_3)$ on a cyclic schema (which is well known to be undecidable [12]). Perhaps surprisingly, allowing path functional dependencies (and in turn keys) to constrain the behavior of $f_i^j$ attributes for which $i < j$ also leads to undecidability, as illustrated by the following.
1: \(\text{EMP} \subseteq \forall \text{name.STR}\)
2: \(\text{EMP} \subseteq \text{EMP}\{\text{name}\} \rightarrow \text{ld}\)
3: \(\text{F0} \subseteq \text{F0}\{\}\rightarrow \text{ld}\)
4: \(\text{P1} \subseteq \forall p.\text{P0}\)
5: \(\text{P2} \subseteq \forall p.\text{P1}\)
7:  
8: \(\text{EMP} \subseteq \text{E0P}\)
9: \(\text{E0P} \subseteq \text{EMP}\{\forall a_0.\text{F0}\} \cap (\text{E0} \cup \text{E1P})\)
10: \(\text{E0} \subseteq \text{E0P}\)
11: \(\text{E1P} \subseteq \text{E0P} \cap (\forall a_1.\text{P1}) \cap (\text{E1} \cup \text{E2P}) \cap (a_1.p = a_0)\)
12: \(\text{E0} \cap \text{E1P} \subseteq \bot\)
13: \(\text{E1} \subseteq \text{E1P}\)
14: \(\text{E1} \cap \text{E2P} \subseteq \bot\)
15: \(\text{E2P} \subseteq \text{E1P} \cap (\forall a_2.\text{P2}) \cap (\text{E2} \cup \text{E3P}) \cap (a_2.p = a_1)\)
16: \(\text{E1} \cap \text{E2P} \subseteq \bot\)
18: \(\text{E2} \subseteq \text{E2P}\)
19: \(\text{E3P} \subseteq \bot\)

Figure 3: An Unfolded B-Tree Schema in DLFDE.

Example 3 Consider a general (undecidable) decision problem of the form

\[\{C^0 \subseteq \forall f_{i,j}^{0,0}.C^0\} \cup \{C^0 \subseteq (f_{i,1}^{0,0} \cdot f_{i,2}^{0,0} = f_{i,3}^{0,0})\} \models C^0 \subseteq (f_{1,0}^{0,0} \cdot f_{2,0}^{0,0} = f_{3,0}^{0,0})\]

where 0 < i ≤ n and 0 < j ≤ 3. The inclusion dependencies enclosed in the box have the following equivalent formulation (note the use of \(f_{0,1}\)-attributes).

\[\{C^0 \subseteq (f_{i,1}^{0,0} \cdot f_{i,2}^{0,1}) \cap (f_{i,0}^{1,0} \cdot f_{i,3}^{0,1}) \cap (f_{i,1}^{0,0} \cdot f_{i,2}^{0,0} = f_{i,3}^{0,1}) \cap C^0\{f_i^{0,1}\} \rightarrow \text{Id}\}\]

The reformulated terminology now satisfies conditions (1) and (3), but fails to satisfy condition (2).

For our unfolded B-tree, however, the restriction to stratified terminologies does not cause any problems. In particular, a terminology that corresponds to the graphical representation of this data structure given earlier in Figure 1 is listed in Figure 3. An interpretation \((\cdot)^2\) induces a (class of) database instances over which we can formulate queries. The query language we use for this purpose is a positive fragment of an object-relational first-order language with duplicate semantics:

\[Q ::= D \text{ as a} \]
\[a.\text{Pf}_1 = b.\text{Pf}_2\]
\[\text{select} \ a_1, \ldots, a_n \ Q\]
\[\text{elim} \ a_1, \ldots, a_n \ Q\]
\[\text{true}\]
\[\text{from} \ Q_1, Q_2\]
\[\text{empty} \ a_1, \ldots, a_n\]
\[Q_1 \cup \text{all} \ Q_2\]

\[\llbracket Q \rrbracket := \llbracket (a : v) \cdot v \in (D)^2 \rrbracket\]
\[\llbracket (a : v, b : w) \cdot (\text{Pf}_1)^2(v) = (\text{Pf}_2)^2(w) \rrbracket\]
\[\llbracket (a_1 : v \oplus a_1, \ldots, a_n : v \oplus a_n) \cdot v \in \llbracket Q \rrbracket \rrbracket\]
\[\llbracket (a_1 : v \oplus a_1, \ldots, a_n : v \oplus a_n) \cdot v \in \llbracket Q \rrbracket \rrbracket\]
\[\llbracket (\{\}) \rrbracket\]
\[\llbracket Q_1 \rrbracket \bowtie \llbracket Q_2 \rrbracket\]
\[\llbracket Q_1 \rrbracket \cup \llbracket Q_2 \rrbracket\]

Figure 4: Syntax and Semantics of QC.

Definition 4 (Object Relational Queries) Figure 4 defines the syntax (left) and semantics (right) of the query language QC. In the syntax, the symbols \(a, a_i,\) and \(b\) stand for query variables (identifiers). The semantics is given with respect to an interpretation \((\cdot)^2\). In addition we assume standard syntactic safety conditions to be satisfied by the queries.

For the remainder of the paper, we use parentheses and common abbreviations to make queries more readable; e.g., from \(Q_1, \ldots, Q_k\) stands for iterated binary joins.
3 Query Optimization

We now present a collection of bidirectional rules for rewriting queries expressed in $\mathcal{QL}$, with a particular focus on the rules that depend critically on an ability to reason about $\mathcal{DLFDE}$ terminologies. We then outline an optimization process that uses these rules, primarily by illustrating their behavior on our B-tree case.

3.1 Transformation Rules

Typically, rule-based query optimizers use rules that are designed to apply universally to all subqueries, possibly with respect to integrity constraints that hold in a database schema. Often, however, a subquery nested within another fixed query, what we shall call a query context, can be rewritten to another subquery that preserves equivalence only with respect to the enclosing query context. Our formulation of query rules apply in this more general circumstance, and therefore depend on the following definition.

Definition 5 (Context) An expression $Q[]$ in the language $\mathcal{QL}$ enriched by an additional terminal symbol $[]$ is called a query context. For a query $Q \in \mathcal{QL}$, the expression $Q[Q']$, denotes the syntactical substitution of $Q'$ for $[]$. We also say that $Q'$ is compatible with $Q[]$ if $Q[Q'] \in \mathcal{QL}$.

To benefit from terminological reasoning, our rules refer to descriptions that abstract both subqueries $Q$ and enclosing query contexts $Q[]$, denoted $E_Q$ and $E_{Q[]}$, respectively. These descriptions capture important structural information about subquery results and considerably enhance the power of the rules. In particular, by adding inclusion dependencies of the form $C_Q \subseteq E_Q$ and $C_{Q'} \subseteq E_{Q'}$ to a given terminology ($C_Q$ denotes a primitive concept anchor for the descriptions), a $\mathcal{DLFDE}$ reasoner can deduce additional information needed by the rules. Definitions of $E_Q$ and $E_{Q[]}$ are as follows.

$$E_Q = \{ \begin{align*}
  \forall a.D, & \quad \text{if } Q = \text{"D as } a\text{"}; \\
  \{a_1, Pf_1 = a_2, Pf_2\}, & \quad \text{if } Q = \text{"(a_1, Pf_1 = a_2, Pf_2)"}; \\
  E_Q', & \quad \text{if } Q = \text{"select V Q'" or "elim V Q"}; \\
  \top, & \quad \text{if } Q = \text{"true"}; \\
  E_Q \cap E_{Q'}, & \quad \text{if } Q = \text{"from Q, Q'"}; \\
  \bot, & \quad \text{if } Q = \text{"empty V"}; or \\
  E_Q \cup E_{Q'}, & \quad \text{if } Q = \text{"Q union all Q'"}.
\end{align*} \}
$$

$$E_{Q[]} = \{ \begin{align*}
  \top, & \quad \text{if } Q[] = \text{"[]"}; \\
  E_{Q[]} \cap E_{Q'}, & \quad \text{if } Q[] = \text{"Q[from Q, Q']" or "Q[from [], Q']"; or } \\
  E_{Q[]}, & \quad \text{if } Q[] = \text{"Q[elim V[]]", "Q[select V[]]"}, \\
  & \quad \text{"Q[Q union all []]" or "Q[[] union all Q']"}. 
\end{align*} \}
$$

For every query $Q$ and query context $Q[]$, we also define the set $\alpha_Q$ of free variables of $Q$ and the set $\alpha_{Q[]}$ of variables captured by the context $Q[]$. These two sets are defined inductively on the structure of $Q$ and $Q[]$, respectively.

The rules are listed in Figure 5, and operate as follows.

\text{\textbf{\&-intro:}} Given a existing query variable $a$, the DL reasoner infers that the hypothetical query object $C_Q$ satisfies the constraint $C_Q \subseteq \forall a.D$. This means that all valuations of $a$ in $Q[]$ must also belong to $(D)^2$ and thus we can add or remove a conjunct "$D as a" to or from the query. Also note that the terminal true can be introduced or removed anywhere in $Q$ using a standard rule for join.
\[ \text{M-intro: } Q[\text{true}] \quad \left( T \cup \{ C_Q \subseteq E_Q[1] \} \models C_Q \subseteq \forall a.D \text{ and } a \in \alpha_Q \right) \]

\[ \text{=} \text{-intro: } \quad Q[a. \text{Pf}_1 = b. \text{Pf}_2] \quad \left( T \cup \{ C_Q \subseteq E_Q[1] \} \models C_Q \subseteq \{ a. \text{Pf}_1 = b. \text{Pf}_2 \} \text{ and } a, b \in \alpha_Q \right) \]

\[ \text{var-intro: } \quad Q[a_1. \text{Pf}_1 = a_2. \text{Pf}_2, \text{Pf}_3] \quad b \notin \alpha_Q \cup \{ a_1, a_2 \} \]

\[ \text{w-intro: } \quad Q[(E_1 \cup E_2) \text{ as } a] \quad \frac{Q[\text{elim } a \ (E_1 \text{ as } a) \ \text{union all } E_2 \text{ as } a)]}{Q[D \text{ as } a]} \]

\[ \varepsilon \text{-elim: } \quad Q[\text{elim } a \ D \text{ as } a] \quad \frac{Q[D \text{ as } a]}{Q[\text{elim } a \ D = a]} \]

\[ \varepsilon \text{-elim: } \quad \frac{Q[D \text{ as } a]}{Q[\text{elim } a, b. \text{Pf}_1 = b. \text{Pf}_2]} \]

\[ \text{M-\varepsilon-dist: } \quad Q[\text{elim } V \text{ from } Q_1, Q_2] \quad T \cup \{ C_Q \subseteq E_Q[1] \ \text{and } E_Q[1] \ \text{as } \alpha_Q \} 
\models C_Q \subseteq C_Q \{ V \cup \alpha_Q \} \to \alpha_Q, \text{ where } W = \{ V \cup \alpha_Q \} \cap \alpha_Q \]

\[ \text{w-\varepsilon-dist: } \quad Q[\text{elim } V \ (Q_1 \text{ union all } Q_2)] \quad \frac{Q[\text{elim } V \ Q_1 \text{ union all } \text{elim } V \ Q_2]}{Q[\text{elim } V \ Q_1 \text{ union all } \text{elim } V \ Q_2]} \quad T \cup \{ C_Q \subseteq E_Q[1] \ \text{as } \alpha_Q \} \models C_Q \subseteq \bot \]

Figure 5: Query Transformation Rules.

\[ \text{=} \text{-intro: As above, an equational constraint on query variables that is implied in the context } Q[\text{false}] \text{ by the terminology and the abstraction } C_Q \subseteq E_Q[\text{false}] \text{ can be freely added or removed.} \]

\[ \text{var-intro: Existing equational constraints in queries can be split by introducing a new query variable with a unique name. Although this rule does not depend on DL reasoning, it enables the introduction of further information from the database schema into the query by subsequent use of rules M-intro and =-intro.} \]

\[ \text{w-intro: Query variables labeled with disjunctive descriptions can be translated to the union all operation. Note the use of the duplicate elimination operator elim to account for the discrepancy between the set semantics of the description and the bag semantics of the union all operation.} \]

\[ \varepsilon \text{-elim: The (usually expensive) elim operation can be removed from queries when its input is duplicate free. This is guaranteed by the semantics of the atomic queries } "D \text{ as } a" \text{ and } "a. \text{Pf}_1 = b. \text{Pf}_2". \]

\[ \text{M-\varepsilon-dist: An elim operator can be distributed over a join to subqueries. However, this is only possible if the DL reasoner can deduce that the query variables of one of the subqueries are functionally determined by the "remaining" variables. This rule generalizes an earlier version [10].} \]

\[ \text{w-\varepsilon-dist: An elim operator can also be distributed over a union all if the DL reasoner can deduce that the two subqueries must be disjoint by virtue of their abstractions.} \]

The above observations, together with an induction on query contexts, yield the following result.

**Proposition 6** The rules in Figure 5 are sound.
In our running example we also use several administrative rules, e.g., commutativity and associativity of joins, distributivity of unions over joins, absorption of nested duplicate elimination operators, etc.

3.2 Implementation

Figure 6 illustrates a sequence of applications of rules in Figure 5 that progressively transforms the “names of employees” query to the query plan given in the introduction. The order of application of these rewrites generally follows the approach outlined in [14] for a query language with set semantics. In particular, there are three phases that altogether find query plans for conjunctive fragments.

1. An initial query expansion phase is applied for conjunctive subexpressions (e.g., Steps 1-7 in Figure 6). The phase introduces additional existentially quantified variables and conditions whose existence is implied by the terminology. Observe the use of rules $\exists$-intro, $\forall$-intro and var-intro.

2. The second phase essentially relates to so-called join order selection. A “choice-point” during join order selection is to select from among the variables and conditions that relate to index use. For example, index P0 is selected (Step 8) and, if possible removed from the scope of an $\text{elim}$ operator (Step 9). An important detraction from normal practice, however, is an option to exploit disjunctive descriptions using rule $\exists$-intro in lieu of “selecting next index” (Step 12). In this latter case, administrative rules (Step 13) and (if applicable) rule $\exists$-dist (Step 14) are then used to “prepare” each disjunct for a recursive application of the three phases (Steps 15-16 for the first disjunct; the remaining steps for the second disjunct).

3. The third and final query contraction phase then removes redundant variables and conditions not used in the actual query plan. Observe the use of rules $\forall$-intro, $\forall$-intro and var-intro in reverse (Steps 16 and 19).

Another feature of our implementation of this process is the use of a graph encoding of queries that is also used directly by the $\text{DLFD}$ model building procedure. Also, query contraction is instead accomplished by applying query expansion on a separate plan graph constructed during join order selection.

4 Summary

We have outlined an approach to query optimization for a positive fragment of a query language with duplicate semantics for which a DL reasoner is used to search for possible index use, including cases that require exploring horizontally partitioned data, and to reason about duplicate elimination and its interaction with the join and union operations. We have also presented $\text{DLFD}$, a boolean-complete DL dialect with a DEXPTIME-complete implication problem that includes concept constructors for both functional and equational constraints, and allows a stratified use of these constructors to occur in possibly cyclic terminologies.

There are many opportunities for future work. For example, we are currently exploring alternative restrictions on $\text{DLFD}$ terminologies that continue to guarantee decidability. Completeness results that relate to query equivalence defined in terms of
1. \(\text{elim } n \text{ from EMP as } e, n = e.\text{name}\)  
2. \(\text{elim } n \text{ from EMP as } e, n = e.\text{name}, \text{EOP as } e\)  
3. \(\text{elim } n \text{ from EMP as } e, n = e.\text{name}, \text{EOP as } e, (E0 \cup E1P) \text{ as } e\)  
4. \(\text{elim } n \text{ from EMP as } e, n = e.\text{name}, \text{EOP as } e, (E0 \cup E1P) \text{ as } e, e.a_0 = e.a_0\)  
5. \(\text{elim } n \text{ from EMP as } e, n = e.\text{name}, \text{EOP as } e, (E0 \cup E1P) \text{ as } e, e.a_0 = v_0, v_0 = e.a_0\)  
6. \(\text{elim } n \text{ from EMP as } e, n = e.\text{name}, \text{EOP as } e, (E0 \cup E1P) \text{ as } e, e.a_0 = v_0\)  
7. \(\text{elim } n \text{ from EMP as } e, n = e.\text{name}, \text{EOP as } e, (E0 \cup E1P) \text{ as } e, e.a_0 = v_0, P0 \text{ as } v_0\)  
8. \(\text{select } n \text{ from elim } v_0 \text{ P0 as } v_0\)  
9. \(\text{select } n \text{ from P0 as } v_0\)  
10. \(\text{select } n \text{ from P0 as } v_0\)  
11. \(\text{select } n \text{ from P0 as } v_0\)  
12. \(\text{select } n \text{ from P0 as } v_0\)  
13. \(\text{select } n \text{ from P0 as } v_0\)  
14. \(\text{select } n \text{ from P0 as } v_0\)  
15. \(\text{select } n \text{ from P0 as } v_0\)  
16. \(\text{select } n \text{ from P0 as } v_0\)  
17. \(\text{select } n \text{ from P0 as } v_0\)  
18. \(\text{select } n \text{ from P0 as } v_0\)  
19. \(\text{select } n \text{ from P0 as } v_0\)  
20. \(\text{select } n \text{ from P0 as } v_0\)

\[\text{Figure 6: Query Compilation.}\]
our rules are another ongoing avenue of research. Another direction is the incorporation of order dependencies [13] for reasoning about order and aggregate optimizations and their interaction with existing rules. Finally, we are continuing our efforts on evaluating an experimental implementation of our query optimizer on a number of real-world test cases such as the Linux kernel data structures [14].
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